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THE DALAi LAMAS AND THE ORIGINS OF
REINCARNATE LA且在AS

Leonard W /. van der Kuijp

Who is the Dalai Lama? A ma口？ A monk? A god' Leonard van deτKuijp surveys the
prehistory of the Dalai Lama as a divini句飞as the bodhisattva Avalokitesvara. How anc
when did 出e Dalai Lamas corr e to be associated w】；th the most imp rtant Bu巳ldhist
cel田tial being in Tibet? Van der Kuijp provides answers to these questions in this
study of the history of an idea. If the Dalai Lama理are the most famous embcdiments
of A, alokitesvara in Tibet, they are by no means the击rst leaders to have been identi
fied with the bodhisattva. Van der Kuijp places the origins of the tradition as early as
the eleventh centuτy，飞vhen the institution builder Dromton was invested with the
authority and status of Avalokitesvara by his Indian guest, the Buddh；拭目ho］盯Ati妇
In Atisa's telling, Dromton was not only Avalokitesvara but also a reincarnation of
former Buddhist monks, laypeople, commoners, and kings. Furthermore, the.se re
incarnations were all incarnations of that very same being, Avalokitesvara. Van deτ
Kuijp takes us on a tour of literary history, showing that the narrative attributed to
Atisa became a major source for both incarnation and reincarnation ideology for cen
turies to come

。

Two interconnected images appear in the mind ’s eye when Tibet and Tibetan
Buddhism are brought up-the Dalai Lama and the system of reincarnation of
lamas and teachers, both lay and monastic. This e臼ay discus.1es both from a
historical perspective by traversing the grounds of Tibetan history as well as
Tibetan biographical, autobiog阻phical, and historical literature. What folio"·'
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is based on what is considered historical fact, and serves to provide a guide to
the pertinent features of the lives of the Dalai Lamas from the First Dalai Lama,
Gendiln Drup (1391-1474) to the current Fourteenth Dalai Lama, Tendzin
Gyatso (b. 1935）.俨fhe origin of the institution of出e Dalai Lama is closely con
nected to the “mvention of tradition.”l The remarks that will be made about the
origin of the institution of the Dalai Lama are admittedly speculative, in par
ticular the idea that the men heading this institution are reincarnations of the
bodhisattva Avalokitesvara who was himself the embodiment of the enlight
ened compassion ensuing upon buddhahood. Ever greater numbers of trea
sures have 』een emerging from the extraordinarily rich literary storehouse of
Til:etan culture in recent〕ears. Many previously unknown wood block printed
texts and very old, handwritten manuscripts have started to reappear. Only fur
ther investigation of these texts will prove whether the following remarks have
aηy validity and are more than probable hj potheses. Such investigation may
lead to unanticipated insights into ·their narrative structures and ideological
projec 始 This means that reading through them, we should always be aware of
the historical, political, and religious contexts in which they were written.
’

ALTAN KHAN S LEGACY

The title "Dalai Lama" derives from a longer expression that first appears in 1578.
Altan Khan (1507-158功，ruler of the Tilmed Mongols (Tib. So忡。）， gave Sonam
Gyatso （巧 43 1588) the title Dalai Lama Vajradhara duri吨a series of meet
mgs that began on 19 June 1578 in Cabciyal, in present day Qinghai Province,
China. The Mongol word dalai indicates something vast, expansive, or universal,
and therefore commonly denotes “ocean," even though such a large b,dy of water
probably fell beyond the experience of the average Mongol. Mongol dafoi corre
sponds to Ticetan gyatso, the usual equivalent of Sans! rit sagara, all "ocean.”
It has become increasingly clear that much Tibe恒n literature has suffered at
the hands of its editors. Sometimes the changes made in a piece of writing are
due to careless oversights, other times they are intentional and reflect the editor's
own agenda. Provided that the text has not been tampered with-and there is
no real guarantee that it has not-the earliest Tibetan historical account of the
meeting between Altan Khan and So日am Gyatso is that found in Mipam Chokyi
Gyatso’S 1596 biography ofMaitri Dondrup Gyeltsen (15 勾 1587) ofBokhar. The
meeting was also recorded in the biography of Sonam GJ atso, which the Fifth
Dalai Lama, Ngawang Loza吨Gyatso (1617 168功 ， almost completed in 1646.
T沁s b吨raphy and 巾 later companion volurr吨 his向z b旧graphy of his im
mediate predecessor, the Fourth Dalai Lama, Yiinten Gyatso (1589-16'6), soon
became quite influential because the author was, after all, the Fifth Calai Lama.
He had these texts printed quickly, thereby ensuring a wider circulation than if
only handwritten copi臼 had been availa』le. His large autobiography records
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阳he副ed the first worl山nd w 附 the seco叫while en route to Bei问，to
the Qing court of the young Emp巳ror Shunzhi (1638-1661).
This trip took him through largely Mongol populations, which 矶 as 日O coin
cidence because the Fourth D,lai Lama himselfhad not ceen an ethnic Tibetan
but rather Tumed Mongol. Yonten G)atso was in fact Altan Khan's great-grandson.
Both texts are as much biographies as they form part of a political and sociolo只i
cal complex in which the Fifth Dalai Lama seeks to establish the theological in
evitability and legitimacy of his office, himself, and his institution as the righι
fol ruler of Tibet, in addition to emphasizing his metaphysical ties to the rulin日
house ofAltan Khan. This was a project he had sta 由d with his币43 chronicle of
Tibetan political history. These works display his keen awareness of the power of
the "right ” language and he was indeed a great master in shaping public opin
ion. The fact that he is often called “ the Great Fi_fth" testifi白 h h山S political
savvy and organizational skills and those of his immediate entourage. With him
also began the so called 飞。dhisattvacratic" go飞 ernance of Tibet.
Turning to the Mongols, we find that Altan Khan's anonymous』10graphy in
verse, which cannot have 』een earlier than 1607, records the meeting between
Altan Khan and the Third Dalai Lama. This work should hold particular au
thority for no other reason than that the author explicitly states that he bases
this narrative on an earlier work by Sarmai (alias Uran Tanggharigh Dayun
Kiya), a member of the party the Khan had dispatched in 1574 to invite Sonam
Gyatso to Mongolia. The Fift』Dalai Lama writes that the Khan had given So
nam Gyatso the title Dalai Lama Vajradhara, although the full Mongol title'
found in this work is longer.
Shortly after his birth, Sonam G) atso was recognized as the reincarnation of
Gendiln Gyatso (1475-1542). The latter was the second Zimkhang Okma
"Lower Residence” 因incarnate lama of Drepung monastery and consequently
later also came to be known as the Second Calai Lama. During his lifetime,
Drepung became the largest and probably most influential Geluk institution,
which traced its origins back to Tsongkhapa Lozang Drakpa (1357→419) and his
immediate disciples. Gendlin G〕atso's residence there 明白 the Ganden Po
drang, which had originally served as the residence where the Phakmodru rul
ers stayed when they visited the monastery. The Ganden Poclrang had been
called the Dokhang Ngonp, or “Blue Stone House" until the Phakmodru ruler,
Nga, ang Trashi市 1499-1564), donated it to Gendun Gyatso. Gend飞in Giatso
himself had already been recognized as the reincarnation of Gendtin Drup,
one of Tsongkhapa's last students and founder of 飞rrashilhunpo in 1447.3 Gen
“
dun Drup in turn 明 as posthumously recognized both as the自rst Lower Resi
”
dence reincarnate lama and as the First Dalai Lama.
Hierarchs of other traditions in Tibetan Buddhism gave Sonam Gyatso re
spect commensurate with his ranking as one of many reincarnate lamas popu
lating the Tibetan religious landscape. Contemporaneous source.s such as the
biographies of hierarchs from the Karma sect of the Kagy毡， those of the Fifth
l
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Zhanal《
Karmapa Zhamar Konchok Yenlak (1525 1583) and the tenth Karmapa
“
（s叩reme)
Wangch1由Dor恬（1556-,603), simply make reference to him as the
“
incarnation ofDrepung，”or the choie religious lord of Drepung.”Maitri Don
drup's biographer often f llows the same practice, at one point calling Sonam
Gyatso the reincarnation of both Avalokitesvara and Domton Gyelwe Jungne
(1co于1064), a motif we will return to below.

。

REENACTMENT OF AN OLDER RELATIONSHIP

Both the earliest Tibetan and the earliest a飞，ailable Mongol accounts of the
meeting between Altan Khan and Sonam Gyatso display many similarities.
Absent from both, however, is an acknowledgement that the two were con
sciously reenacting a much earlier relationship that had existed between the
Mongol emperor Qubilai Khan (r. 1260 1294), who inaugurated the Yuan dy
nasty in 1276, and Pakpa Lodro Gyeltsen (1235…12fo), Tibetan hierarch of the
Sakya School. Later narratives do explicitly record that each recognized the
other as the reincarnation of these earlier men. The Fifth Dalai Lama writes in
his biography of Sonam Gyatso 出at when the latter taught the six-syllable
prayer of Avalokitesvara to Altan Khan and his entourage, the Khan said,
4
In the past, when the monastery of Pakpa Shing如n was constructed, I
was Sechen Gyelpc ［江 Qubilai Khan] and you were Lama Palpa. You
consecrated the monastery.

This suggests that Altan Khan had been Qubilai in a previous life while So
nam Gyatso had been Pal pa. It is likely no coincidence that Pakpa and his
’
personal posse目ions appear in the Fifth Dalai Lama s autobiography with un
usual frequency. The Fifth Dalai Lama cites several sources he used in his study
of Sonam Gyatso, including a complete biography Kharnak Lotsawa Jampel
Dorje had written. While this work has not come down to us, a large fragment
of Kharnak Lntsawa's ma口uscript oηthe development of the Geluk School』as.
Here Kharnak Lotsawa treats Sonam Gyatso and his journey to Qinghai in a
surprisingly perfunctory manner. After the Khan had invited Sonam Gyatso to
visit him, Kharnal Lotsawa writes

。

Sonam Gyatso set out northwards in the Year f the Tiger [1578]. At that
time, the Tibetanized Mongol chief Karmapel paid him o』eisance with
re.spec/ and worship, including gifts. Then in the year of the earth hare
[1579], at the age of thirty-six Sonam Gyatso met with Athen Gyelpo (i.e.,
Altan Khan) in Tsokha. He sated all the Mongols by teaching Buddhism
to establish them in virtue. Then he明ent to Pelden Chokhorling Monas
tery [which he founded with Altan Khan] and then went down t Chamdo
in Kham.

。
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Whatever the merits of identifying Altan Khan with Qubilai, tradition has
never problematized Pakpa's incorporation into the reincarnations of the Dalai
Lamas. As addressed later, this is a result of the specific role tradition has as
signed Avalol itesvara. For political and religious reasons, the Sak) a School,
particular y members of the ruling family at Sakya Monastery who were distant
relations of Pakpa, were understandably disinclined to recognize Sonam Gyatso
as a reincarnation of their ancestor. Moreover, the School held the opinion
that Pakpa was an emanation not reincarnation of Man阳钮，the symbol of
enlightened wisdom. The School held this pcsition in recognition of Pakpa's
learning. In fact, from quite early on, the School also held that Sachen Kil�ga
Nyingpo (1092-11则，Pal pa's great-grandfather and the School坦白rst patriarch,
was a reincarnation of Avalokitesvara. Yet in none of the writings from this
School do we find Pakpa referred to as a reincarnation of Sachen.
We should keep in mind that when Altan Khan initially granted Sonar口
CJ atso the title “Dalai Lama，＇’it was a relatively minor and by no means unique
event despite that from the se飞 enteenth century onward it came to play a sign而
cant role in Tibetan political and religio飞IS 』rstory s旭rting with the Fifth Dalai
Lama. There is evidence that at least one other hierarch, Gyelwa Kunga Trashi
(1536 王6c5), of the Kagyti School and sixteenth abbot of Taklung, also enjoyed
the patronage of the Kha口， though perhaps not on the same scale as that with
Sonam Gyatso. Gyelwa Kunga Trashi's biography reports that he traveled twice
to regions where the Turned Mongols lived. The first trip a as from 1578 to 1581 ,
the second from可89 to 与93. During that first trip the Khan ga, e Gyelwa
Kilnga Trashi the title Dezhin Shek卢a, a tamka seal forged from eighty－自ve sang
pieces, a iasa edict, and thousands of pieces of silver. Gyel, a Kunga Trashi and
the Khan met once more in the fall of 1578, on which occasion the Khan made
him an offering of a large container made from fifteen hundred pieces of silver.
The Khan no doubt made this offering in consideration of the various Buddhist
teachings Gyelwa Kunga Trashi had conferred.
A DOUBLE-EDGED SWORD DECISION

The reasons for the Geluk School's incredible success in their missionary work
among the Mongols remain to be investigated. Pro』ably one reason was that
Sonam Gyatso was an incarnate lama while Gyelwa KilngaTrashi was not. Part
of the explanation would surely include the doings of Pelden Gyatso, Sonam
Ci atso's financial secretary, who 叽 as entrusted with the task of finding his late
η】 aster's reincarnati
mary and only Ti』etan candidate for Sonam Gyatso's subsequent reincar口a
tion. After some deli』eration，』e chose instead Yonten Gyatso, an ineffectual
and rather tragic figure whose main claim to fame was being the Khan's great
grandson. Pelden Gyatso and his decision are open to some skepticism and
we may question his motives. The decision turned out to be a double-edged
甲
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sword, on the one hand, it was a master stroke ensuring the allegiance of a large
segment but by no means all of the Mongol tribal位derations to the ins岳阳“
tio日 ofthe Dalai Lama and to its associated labrang, or "corporation.”The labrang
叽 as the repository of the economic r臼ources of the institution of which incarnate
lamas formed a transient part. His decision also ensured that the patronage with
these Mongols continued as did the economic success of the labrang. The down“
side 飞 as that his decision brought the intertribal conflicts between the different
Mongol groups to Tibet, a development which had disastrous consequences for
the future of the country as a sovereign entity. Matters came to a head in 1720
when the Qing Emperor Kangxi (165牛1722) stationed his mih恒ry in Tibet to
protect it from the Zunghar Mongols’ political and military ambitions.
Yonten Gyatso's successor, the Fifth Dalai Lama, was a towering figure. With
him began the Ganden Podrang governance ofTibet. Many of the best aspects
of the instit世ion of the Dalai Lama were due to his skills and those of his right
hand men, the de写在 “rulers," the most ambitious and influential among them
being Sonam Chophel (d. 1657) and Sanggy吕Gyatso (1653→705). Compared
with YontenG)atso, the Sixth and Twelfth Dalai Lamas fell short in their learn
ing, political acumen, and sheer pleasure in wielding power. The Sixth Dalai
Lama, Tsangyang Gyatso (1683-?17c哟，was very much disinclined to play the
expected role of his of丑ce and rather more inclined to live up to the “Tsang
“
yang” 。fhis name, meaning pure sonority." Despi恒having been novitiated, he
wore his hair long, and lived the life of a poet and artist. Several collections of
poems have ceen attributed to him. In 1705, he was deposed. Although he likely
died around 1706, there is a long narrative …probably apocri phal of his later
years and the life he led as a wandering J ogi.
The Seventh Dalai Lama, Kelzang Gyatso (1708 1757), was not formally in
stalled until 172 During his reign, a formal gm erning cabinet with him as
head a as established and lasted until 1959, although the landed nobility ulti
mately thwarted his rule. For similar reasons the Eighth to Twelfth Dalai Lamas
played rather negligible roles in the rule of Tibet. The Ninth through Twelfth
were also at the mercy of a succession of regents, their political ambitions and
interests, and those of their families. None of these Dalai Lamas lived ceyond
twenty-one and it is likely their untimely deaths resulted from foul play.
The Thirteenth Dalai Lama, Tupten CJ atso (1876 1933), repr田ents a radical
break with this sequence, not least because of his contact with the world be〕ond
i
Tibet. Having been in 曰：le once in Mongolia and once in British India, he sought
to introduce unprecedented political and social in日ovations. He even unilater
ally declared Tibet an independent state. Ultimately, ho飞vever, his policies
proved ineffective against the resistance the conservative clergy brought to bear
against them. He was the most importa时successor of the Fifth Dalai Lama and
so it is little wonder that the stil问containing his remains at the Potala is second
only to that of the Great Fifth in terms of size, ornamentatio口 ， and splendor.

。
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The present Fourteenth Dalai Lama has been a potent force and rallying
point for the Tibetans ever since China claimed sovereignty over Tibet in the
1950s. Going into exile in India in 1959 and headquartered in Dharamsala, a
small Indian town nestled in the Himalayan foothills, he has become 】ncre曰
ingly pr臼ent on the international scene and is a much-sought public speaker on
both religious and non rel粤ous subjects. In 1989吐1eNo』el committee awarded
him their Peace Prize partly in recognition of his insistence that the “Tibet
qu臼tion” be resolved through peaceful means.
SIGNIFICANCE OF ATISA
How did the institution of the Dalai Lama and the idea that he was a reincarna
tion of Avalokites飞 ara begin and gain potency' What meanings are attached to
Avalokitesvara for T ibetan selιunderstanding? To answer these questions in
brief we must go back in Tibetan history to at least the eleventh century, when
the Bengali Buddhist monk Atisa (ca. 982 1 054) and his party finally reached
the Tibetan Plateau in the early summer of 1042. Their arduous journey had
taken them through the sweltering plains of northern India to what is now the
Terai of southern Nepal. The Terai a』ruptly transforms upwards into the Hima
laya foothills which steadily rise for those on foot or horseback. Almost without
呐 arning the foothills give way to the lush and fertile Kathmandu Valley, into
which Atisa led his group. There出e small, determined group stayed for about
a year, after which they set out for the Tibetan highlands.
Atisa made the trek at the invitation of and with the自nancial support of
Jangchup-o (984 1 78), ruler ofGuge, a remote region of far western cultural
Tibet.' Yet he and his followers felt no sense of urgency to travel on to Guge
Crossing into the Tibetan frontier at Nagarkot (Tib. Bel卢o dzong), they stayed
about a year at the residence of the Sanskritist and translator Na] tso Lotsawa
Tsultrim Gyelwa (1 11-c 106时， m Mangyill, Gungtang. Atisa spent most of the
r田t of his life in Tibet, but through his activities and those of the body of disci
ples he attracted, he was able to found the Kadam School of Tibetan B飞1d
dhism. This term derives from At说’s disciplines坦king the CJ elwe阳 “word of
the Buddha" and Atisa's dam ngak “oral instructions" as functionally equiva
“
lent. Hence ka + dam, and we丑nd the term kadampa of or having to do with
”
the Kadam already attested in the early second half of the eleventh century.
The Kadam School likely originated from a sense of community, both intel
lectual and spiritual-meditative, that grew out of the a』solute authority mem
bers invested in their master's teachings. This is not to say that it 矶 as a unified
or monolithic e口tity. All the earliest sourc臼 on the tradition de.scribe with re
freshing candor the tensions, conflicts, and outright pettiness among its found
ing members, even while Ati§a l'as still alive. These sources depict in brutal

。
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and elcquent detail the jealousies and competitions for the master s也vors that
filled the days of many of his disciples. Yet it II as All钮’s charisma and au出ority
that held these men together. His teachings, encapsulated in written texts,
formed the ultimate basis and authority from which the ideology of the Dalai
Lama evob ,d conceptually until it cηstallized into the institution of the Dalai
Lama with its concrete, bodily manifestations st 盯 ting from Sonam Gyatso.
This process 叭 as a local development, one that likely had its origins in a
branch of the Dom (alt. Dram) ['Drom] clan, among whom Domton Gyel11e
)ungne was a member. Clan membership and self-identification with a clan, al
though remaining strong throughout the Tibetan cultural area as manifest in
the majority of Tibetan biographical and auto』：ographical literature which
ta] e.s pains to trace both patrili 日eal and matrilineal clans and sub clan affilia
lions of its su刘ects, gradually erodes in importance as they were slowly sup
i
planted by lndic Buddhist social and rel】gious concepts.
Naktso Lot四wa journeyed to northern India at his king's behest to invite Atisa
back to Tibet. He wrote a sketch of his journey, which although it has not come
down to us, a sign：自cant portion is fou日d in the Biogra卢hy and Itinera叩 of the
Lord Atisa, A Source of Religion Wγ出en by Domton G如／we /ungne. Many crucial
portions of this work have been written in the first-person singular and detail
’
Naktso s travels into the subcontinent to invite Atisa to come to Tibet, which both
support the hypothesis that much of the text was in fact an aut1biography. Yet we
find that it has in fact come to be attributed to Domio日，who appears in diB rent
guises as Naktso's helper. It is clear that Domtiin and his guises are simply mani
festations of Avalokitesvara. In other words, A, alokitehara functions as a kind of
"bodhisafua ex machina" taking on this role from the beginning and in every
way directing the narrative. He appears, for example, in the guise of a white man
飞 1en Naktso arid 』IS party arrive in Nagarl at. Resting there with 』1s party in a
rented bamboo hut to shelter from the blistering heat, Naktso，飞uffering from the
heat and crazed by fatigue," has a vision of this white man who tells him
Don’ t sleep! Don’ t sleep! Get up quickly'
Don’ t go to sleep! Get up now and get on the road!
If〕ou were to fall asleep, you will lose your precious life.
I am the tutelary deity of all of Tibet
The owner of the hut was in fact about to burn the hut down to kill the party for
the gold he knew Naktso was carrying.
Later in the text明e encounter the idea that Tibet is Avalokites飞，ara's special
domair】 In this context
north飞vards. It is important to keep in mind that Atisa and his disciples taught
religious practices centered on Avalokitesvara widely 出roughout Tibet. This
reflects their mi臼ion, which 飞 as in part to spread 出eir version of Buddhism
among the many non币Buddhists populating the Tibetan cultural area at that
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time. Of special significance may have been the Kashmiri nun LaksmT s intro
duction and propagation of a special variety of Avalokitesvara-related practice.
飞可here时monks in the confines of their monasteries of Tantric hermits in the
wilds of the Tibe国n plateaus performed many such practices, L,k;ml made it a
point to move beyond the monastery and isolated hermitage to include the l且可？
』oth male and female, in a quasi Tantric short term fasting practice that she
structured around the bodhisattva. We cannot underestimate the impact of this
kind of grassroots Buddhism.
咱

AVALOKITESVARA AND HIS REINCARNATIONS
As stated earlier, Tibetans conceive of the institution of the Dalai Lama as a set
in the open-ended series of Avalokitesvara’s reincarnations. IηIndian Buddhist
lore, Avalokite§vara's home is Mount Potala located in southern India, although
he then came to be relocated to central Tibet. Early exponents of the Kadam
School were quick to universalize him as the patron bodhisattva of the entire
Tibetan cultural area. Textual sources suggest that one community in which
this concept took hold was the area of western Tibet governed by descendants
of the imperial families whose political and ideological aspirations were, if not
major players in the origi口 ， assuredly its bene且ciaries. Other communities in
which this concept played an overarching role were those with some connec
tion to Domtiin. As we find in an important but at丑rst localized corpus of
Kadam literature, Atisa recognized Domtiin as A, alokites飞 ara, thus legitimat
ing the proposition that he therefore physically embodied the spirit of intelli
gent compassion and had done so during a number of previous incarnations.
In the自nal and only redaction that we have, the title of this corpus in twenty
chapters is Accounts of Rebirths of Dom G严／we T山gne [Drom rgyal ba ’Z 'byung
gnas k)'i sk: es rahs]. Certainly, the ph归自 Accounts of Rebirths" suggests the
same kind of authority as 出at of the jataka tales of the previous lives of the his
torical Buddha. The nineteenth, and by far longest chapter, explains at consider
able length the ideologie均由at had developed around Tibetan imperial history
and imperial families. It gces on to argue that a spiritual link existed between
Domton and Songtsen Campo, the first king of Tibet under a centralized gov
ernrne时，a link based on the supposition of them both being reincarnations of
Avalokitesvara. The dating of the text is problematic, especially in view of the
fact that it is first extensively cited in the fifteenth century. ·strikingly, the earli
est a, ailable biographical sketc』es of Domtiin do口ot suggest a connection with
Avalokiteivara, nor describe him as a reincarnation. T』1s includes the longest
sketch compiled around the mid thirteenth century and found in a handwritten
manuscri抖，the Golden Rosary of the Kadam卢G
、In terms of ideology, this nineteenth chapter is intimately connected with
“
the Kachem Kakholma [Bka' chems ka kiwi ma］ Kakholma Testameηt," a work
＂
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the king himself allegedly authored. Alt』ough in view of linguistic and other
grounds, this is surely a pious自ction.A tradition current by at least the end of the
12th ce日tury held that Atisa had retrieved an ancient manuscript of this work in
Lhasa towards the end of the 1040s. One of the central arguments of the Ka
kholma T町lament is the ontological equivalence ofSongtsen Campo withAvalo
kitesvara. There is no reliable evidence that this equation had any precedent
Tibetan literature of the eleventh century begins to elaborate on the motif of
the "Three Protectors of Tibet," in which we find equivalences drawn between
three bodhisattvas and three Tibetan rulers who according to tradition played
irnpor恒nt role.s in the development of Tibetan Buddhism. They are 1) Avalokite
svara and Songtsen Campo; 2) Mafijusri and Tri Songdetse叫and 3) Vajrapa9i
and Relpachen. This motif appears in Kadam, Sakya, and Kagyil literature,
where it designates important masters belonging to these scho ls. It cccurs in at
least ts o different forms in early Kadam literature. We also find these且me
three bodhisattvas being equated with three of Atisa's disciples.' Another
schema equates them with Atisa’s three “brother" disciples,' although we do not
know how far back this tradition goes or its motivation.
Interestingly, we also find three “Bodhisattva Protectors" in the tradition sur
rounding the masters of the main corpus of Kalacakra teachings, albeit here in
reverse chronological order: Avalokitesvara and Pu9darika; Mafijusri and Yas缸，
and Vaj呻ani and Suca抽a These three men were the rulers of the mythical
kingdom of Sambhala. The Kalacakra texts in w』1ch we find this set of three dv
ads of equivalence ente时Tibet sho呻before the middle of the eleventh ce斗
tury. We can but wonder about the impact it had on local sensibilities. Eouatine
bcdhisattvas w油rulers was not new, neither ir
bet A 臼〉【 t in the Tibetan Buddhi
around E speaks of Tri Songdetsen as a bodhisatt飞，a. The Tibetan ca口on also
contains a supposed translation of a letter attributed to Buddhaguhya in whicl1
the author suggests that Songtsen Campo is出e reincarnation of Avalokitesvara.

。

。。

HONORING AND PRESERVING THE DOM
PATRIMONY
The Kakholma Testament does not mention Domton, for which reason I am
i
inclined to bel 坦ve that this work emerged from an environment in whic士1 Dom
ton, his associates, and the traditions growing out of their teachings initially had
no stake. If出at is the case, then we must reconcile at least two initially separate
Jin 臼 ofargument: the first in the Kakholma Testament in which Songtsen Campo
is equated with Avalokitesvara, the second in Accounts of Rebirths in w』1ch we
find a similar scenario but with Domton at the center.
The Kakholma Testament has come down to us in three different recensions
of which the longest is clearly connected to the ruling house of west Tibet I
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would therefore argue that the use made of the Kakholma Testament in the
nineteenth chapter of the Accounts of Rebirths was to create an environment
conducive to establishing Songtsen Campo as one of Domton's previous births.
Unfortunately, there is no way to date this compendium with any certainty.
The corpus of early Kadam texts focusing on Domton叽as not widely known
for several centuries. Four men played essential roles in the preservation and ul
timate dissemination of a major portion of出e corpus: Namkha Rinchen (1214
1286), Zhonnu Lodro (1271－巧，Nyima Gyeltsen (12巧－1305), and Gendiln Drup,
posthumously recognized as the First Dalai Lama.All four were members of the
且me Dom clan to which Dom由n belonged. This can hardly be coincidence
and it is therefore likely that these men 飞 ere mal ing efforts to pr白白ve and
honor their clan patrimony, although none of these men likely imagined their
activities would have such a profound impact on later events. The Fifth Dalai
Lama and his last regent Sanggye Gyatso were well aware of the ways in which
出IS early Kadam literature could be used as religious propaganda. Thus it is no
surprise that the Fifth Calai Lama had printing blocks of a maior portion of this
corpus carved.
CONCEPT OF THE TULKU
These SJ stems of reincarnation, equivalence, and correspondence are predi
cated upon the metaphysics and phenomenology of reincarnation and the aι
tendant complex concept of the tulku (alt. trill/rn). To put it succinctly, the tulku
is the “earthly ” manifestation of buddhahood. Through its limitless compa目ion
and gnosis, this buddhaho,d generates the tulku, which provides a basis for the
various qualities associated with the sainthood of the bodhisottva.9 The idea of
one Tibetan 』巳ing the reincarnation of another earlier one is an important con
cept, though one whose origins are difficult to establish. Tibetan tradition as
serts出at the tulku phenomenon began with Karma Pakshi (1206吐28茧， the
second hierarch of the Karma branch of the Kagyil School. Karma Pakshi rec
ognized himself as the reincarnation ofDilsum Khye叩a (mo －叫3) and later of
Avalokitesvara, a recognition that his disc;ples came to embrace. There were
many other Tibetan masters whose students considered them reincarnations of
this Bodhisattva. ＼月ve ha1 e already seen that Sachen Kilnga Nyingpc of the
Sakp Schocl a甩s held to be one, while other examples include Yapsang Chokyi
Monlam (1169 1巧3), whom the Totingma or “Totingma Testament ” …a 飞sork
similar to the Kakholma Testament prophesies as. a reincarnation of Songtsen
Campo, and吐1en Dolpopa Sherap Gyeltsen (1291-1362).
Later traditions holding that the Karma reincarnations were unprecedented
in history are, however, incorrect There is ample evidence that a number of other
individuals had been considered tulkus during the thirteenth century. Although
the metaphysics of the tillku easily allow for the possibility of an individual
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being the rebirth of a previous human master whose spiritual attair】ments
real, assumed, or self-proclaimed served as convincing evidence of his enlight
enment, it is only sporadically attested in Indian Buddhism. One example might
be in Advai a ajra's eleventh century commentary on Saraha's songs, where we
“
enc unter the phrase ietsilng i trill卢4击u or reincarnation of the holy lord.”10 In
the Inda-Tibetan enviroηme时，唱e find clear allusions to this phenomenon in the
autobiography ofTropu Lot四飞叩Jampepel (n72-r236), where he refers to tulku
Mitrayogin and tulku Vikhyatadeva, both Indian Buddhist masters. The earliest
att臼talion of a Tibetan being recognized, or representing himself, as a reincar
nation of another Tibetan master took place in the Kadam School in the sec
ond half of the twelfth century. We find the Tantric master Chokyi Gyelpo
(ro69…u44) ofKonpu considering himself to be a rebirth ofNaktso. We further
find the Kadam master Gyer Zhonnu Jungne recognized as the reincarnation
of 』oth a bodhisattva as well as Ja Yulpa Chenpo, also known as Zhonnu 0
(1075 1138). Zhonnu O 自gures among the most important Kadam masters of his
day, one whose influence spread throughout Central Tibet and into the south
ern borderlands. It is in fact recorded that some two thousand monks attended
his cremation.
In the thirteenth century, we also find the first attempts at creating a lineage
of female reincarnations. Drowa. Zangmo was consort to G凸tsangpa Gonpo
Do咐（1182一口州，himself regarded as the reincarnation of the Tibetan sain
Milarepa. Drowa Zangmo died around 1259, after which a certain Ktinder1
Rema (1260-ca. 1339）飞vas soon recog阳zed as her next incarnation. This lineage
明 as short-lived, in fact ending with Kunden Rema.
In summary, it appears that the concept of Avalokitesvara as Tibe白patron
brrlhisattva first emerged in the eleventh century, although his identification
and a目Ociation wr出Songtsen Campo, first ruler of a um日ed Tibet, may go
back earlier. A small group from the Kadam School, in spiritual allegiance with
their master Domton, elaborated on this theme in a series of texts which pro
posed relations of equivalence between Domton and the bodhisattva. They
equated the site of Domton's monastery of Reting [Radreng] with Mount Potala,
the residence of Avalokitesvara in south India. Vinally, it appears that the bodhi
’
sattva moved oηce again from Radreng to Lhasa with the Fifth Dalai Lama s
construction of the Potala Palace.11

。

NOTES

1. See Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger, eds., The Inve11tio11 of1口rad;1;,,, (New
Yorke Cambridge University Press ， 可92).
,. Cha) iqamsigh 叩m dara sayin cogh归 buyantu dalai, Tib. Fairadhara ds阳I [s;cJ
bzang 户o bsod nams rgya mts巾，in which “coghtu bu归ntu dalai," Tib. dpal bzang 卢o
bsod nams ,gya mtsho, im erts the order of Sonarn Gyatso's full religious name which
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he received at age four击。m Bsod nams grags pa (1478 1554) in 1547.“Gh 町iq amsigh
cira dara” means “wondrous Vajradhara," where vajradhara, "Thunoerbolt bearer"
connotes not only his expertise in tantric theory and practice, bnt more importantly
his buddhahood.
3- Late,, this monastery叽as to become the seat of the Panchen Lamas from the
late sixteenth century onward.
+ T hat is, Dpal gyi sde chen in Shingkun (Linta m Gansu province)
5. Son of Chos rgyal phun tshogs bkra shis (1547 1602), the twenty second abbot of
Drigung monastery.
6. Edito白［Martin Brauen] note, “Cultural T也et ” incl口des all areas that share
some form of Tibetan cultme and language, including the mcdern Tibetan Autono
mous Region, Amdo, Kham, Ladakh, Bhuta口，Sikkim, and other areas. The area this
term covers is far greater than what has ever been unified in “Political Tibet.”
7- That is, Avalokitesvara wit』Dromton; MafijusrI with Rngog legs pa'i shes rab,
and Vajrapani with Khu ston brston' grus g.yung drung (1011 1075).
8. Here Avalokitesvara with Gzhon nu rgyal mtshan (1031-110哟， ManjusrI with Po
ba
to Rin chen gsal (1027-1105); and Vajrapani with Tshul khrims 'b盯（1033-1103).
9· S卢rul sku, Skt. n；γmanakaya，“ema丑ation body，”the form in which the Buddha
appears to ordinary beings or “form of magical appadtion.”The third of three kaya,
b由ides the “truth body” or Skt. dharmaka)a, Tib. clros sku and the long., s缸，Skt. sa1)'b
hogakay曰 “enjoyment b,dy.”
10. Editors' note, This text from Buddhist India has 』een pmecved in Tibetan
translation.
11. Suggested further reading, Karenina Kollmar-Paulenz, Erdeni tunumal naetil
sudurc die Biographie d四 A/tan qagan der Tiimed-Mongolenc ein Beitrag zur Geschichte
der re/;gion.s户o/;tfachen Beziehungen zwi.schen der Mongo/ei und Tibet im ausgehenden
16. /ahrhundeγt [Erdeni tunumal neretil sudurc The Biog阻卢hy of A/tan qagan-Tilmed
Mongol, A Contribution to 仇e Hfa曲叩 of the Reli唱：ous Pnlitical Relations Ben ＂η
Mongolia and Tibet at the Tum of the Sixteenth Century] (Asiatische Forschungen,
Bd. 142. Wiesbaden; Harrassowitz, 2001); Thub bstan rgya mtsho, Glenn H. Mullin,
and Christine Cox, Path af the Bodhisatti a Warrio仁 The Ufe and 丁』ching, of the
t吐rteenth Dalai Lama (Ithaca, N.Y., Snow Lion, ,9自由， Per K. Sorenson, Divinity
Seculnrizedc Aη Inqui叩 Into the Nature and Forni of the Songs Asc6bed to the Sixth
Dalai Lama (Wien, Arbeitskreis for Tibetische und Buddhistische Studien, Univer
sitat Wien，响。）； Shen Weiron臣， Lehen und hfatorfache Bedeutung d臼 ersten Dalai
LamaDge’’duagrub pa 卢dal bzang 卢c (1391-1474), ein Beitrag zur Gescfochte der Dge
lugs pa Schule und der ;n,stitution de, Dala; Lamas [The Ufe and.Hfator;cal Signifi
’
caηce of the First Dalai Lama Dge ＇ dun grub 卢a pdal bzang 卢。（139i-,474), a Co时ri
bution to the History of theDge lugs pa Schoel and the Institution of the Dalai Lam出］
(Sankt Augustin, Institut Monumenta Serica, 2002); Bstan 'dzin rg归mtsho (Dalai
Lama XIV), Freedom in Exile, The Au曲b;ogra卢hy of the Dalai Lamα（San Francisco,
HarperPerennial, 1991); Ya Hanzhanι The Biogra卢hies of the Dalai Lamas, trans
Wang Wenjiong (Beijing, Foreign Languages Press, 1911)
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